HST 102 Western Civ

Crossword puzzle clues

ACROSS

1. The type of plague that hit Europe in 1348  Bubonic
3. The animals that were carriers of the plague-ridden fleas  Rats
5. The precious metal Spain coveted in the New World  Gold
7. The time in the 14th century when there were multiple popes  Great Schism
9. Belief that the world was flat was an obstacle to __navigation________________
11. Name of one of Columbus’ ships  Pinta
13. Labor imported from Africa  Slaves
15. What explorers hoped to trade for in the East  Spices
17. Powerful banking family in Renaissance Florence, Italy  Medici
19. The country that financed Columbus’ voyages  Spain
21. Columbus’ name for Native Americans  Indian
23. Name given to Cortez and Pizarro  Conquistadors
25. One of the cultures Renaissance humanists looked to as an example  Ancient Greece
27. One of the weapons explorers used on Native Americans  Disease
29. Central American culture famous for human sacrifice  Aztecs
31. Church tribunal created to ferret out Protestants  Inquisition

DOWN

1. Responsible for killing 50-90% of Europe’s population in the 14th century  Black Death
2. Sparked the Protestant Reformation  Luther
4. “Discovered” the New World  Columbus
6. King who beheaded two wives  Henry VIII
8. A medieval obstacle to navigation; belief the earth was __flat_______
10. Renaissance belief in education and the value of human endeavors  Humanism
12. “Rebirth”  Renaissance
14. Catholic missionaries sent out to educate the world  Jesuits
16. Luther protested the selling of this  Indulgence
18. Lutheran is this type of denomination  Protestant
20. The Church commissioned this type of art to fight back against Protestantism  Baroque
22. Native American culture in Peru obliterated by the Spanish  Incas
24. Women were accused of being this more than men  Witches